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Abstract 

The Crystal Ball Detector at DORIS II was used to study radiative decays or the T(2S) res-
onan:e with more than twice the previously available data. The inclusive photon spectrum of 
hadronic T(2S) decays and the exclusive channel T(2S) -» 77T(IS) -» fthf were analysed. 
In l ie inclusive spectrum three significant photon lines at energies of E-ji = (108.2 ±0.7 ±4) 
MeV, E71 = (127.1 ±0.8±4) M'iV and ET» = (160.0±2.4±4) MeV with branching fractions 
of (6.0 ±0.7 ± 0.9}%, (6.6 ± 0.8 ± 1.0)%, (2.6 ± 0.7 ± 0.8)% respectively were measured. The 
lines are consistent with being transitions from the T(2S) to the 3 P j , Fi and 3Po states. In 
addition a line at E7 ~427 MeV was observed which is' interpreted as transitions from the 
*Pt,\ states to the TJiS). 
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1. Introduction 

The T resonance family is a system of bound 6B quarks. Heavy quarkoaia systems can be 
described with the help of potential models*. The first excited state, die T(2S), can decay 
radiathrely throng die emission of a photon to the 3Pj states (also calhd Xb states). The P 
states then decay into hadrons or emit a second photon in making the transition to the T(1S) 
ground state. These cascade process are indicated in Fie;. 1. The decays are assumed to be 
electric dipole in nature (El). Observation of monochromatic photon lines from the T(2S) is a 
signature for these decays. The measurement of the masses of the 5 F j states and the various 
photon decay rates can be compared with theoretical predictions. The center of gravity of 
the Xi l ' n e s W'U t^t the short range ( ~ 0.5 fm) behavior of the inter-quark potential. The 
splitting of the states gives information on the spin-orbit interaction terms and tensor forces 
of the model. Although the fcE system is much less relativistic than the charmonium system 
(£jjL ~ 0.08, |5fz ~ 0.25) it should also be possible to test for relativistic effects. 

T'!I0023) 

Fig. 1. The level scheme for 65 bound 
states below the T(2S). The transi
tions to the Xb states are electric zral-
tipole. Transitions to the q* states 
are magnetic multipole and hence sup
pressed in comparison to the electric 
transitions. 

The Crystal Ball has been taking data on the T(2S) resonance at the DORIS storage ring 
at DESY since Summer 1082 to study these transitions. The results presented in this report 
are based on ~ 2 • 105T(2S) decays recorded between Fall 1082 and February 1084. 

A schematic drawing of the Crystal Ball as it is installed at DORIS is shown in Fig. 2. 
A detailed description of the detector can be found elsewhere3!. Therefore, only a brief 
reiteration of the features relevant to this analyst will be given here. The major component 
of the detector is a spherical shell of 672 Nal(Tl) crystals, each 16 radiation lengths deep. 
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J They cover 03% of the full solid angle. The energy resolution for electromagnetically inter-
j • acting particles is 

! g(E)_ 2.4-2.8% 
E = EV<( GeV) 

with an angular resolution of 30-50 mrad. Directions of charged particles are measured by 
three double layers of proportional tube chambers with charge division readout. The energy 
distribution of charged hadrons peaks around 210 MeV due to non-interacting minimum 
ionizing particles with a long tail to higher energies caused by nuclear interactions. As there 
is no magnetic field, momentum measurement of charged particles is not possible. 

Fig. 2. The Crystal Ball Detector at DORIS II. 

The excellent energy resolution for photons over the large solid angle make the Crystal 
Ball very well suited to study radiative T(2S) decays. This is done in two different ways; 

1. Through the exclusive channel 

T(2S) -7 8 f> 

I ' 7T(1S) 

I •<+*" 
where all decay products are measured (f*"f~ is a ti+p~ or e +e~ pair). The exclusive 
cascades allow a clean measurement of the event but will have rather limited statistics 
because of the small T(1S) -* C*C branching ratio. 

2. Through the inclusive reaction 
T(2S) -» T + hadrons 

where one is looking for monochromatic *t lines in the inclusive photon spectrum. The 
inclusive reaction has a much higher efficiency, but will suffer from high backgrounds. 
These backgrounds are caused by non-resonance decays, photons from JT° decays and 
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charged particles, escaping detection by the tracking chambers. Also, there are photon losses 
due to overlapping tracks in the high multiplicities of events at these energies. 

The complexity of events in the inclusive hadronic sample requires a very involved, time 
consuming analysis technique. The results of the inclusive analysis presented here correspond 
to about 3/4 of the total T(2S) sample on tape. Because of the rather simple event topology 
in the exclusive channel, we are able to include the full data sample for this report. The useful 
luminosities and the number of T(2S) decays for both analyses can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Data Samples used in the Exclusive Cascade Analysis and 

Inclusive Photon Analysis of T(2S) decays. 

JLdt Number of 
T(2S) decays 

Exclusive Analysis ~ 6 4 . S j * - 1 (200±15)10 3 

Inclusive Analysis ~ 48.3 p i - 1 (151±10) 103 

2. Exclusive Cascade Analysis 

First, wc shall focus on the exclusive analysis. The four stages of the event selection for 
this process are outlined below: 

1. As a firs*, step in the analysis events with the desired topology are ' iected: a total 
number of four particles in the ball within |cos$£| < 0.85, where 6, is the angle of the 
particle with respect to the beam. Two of the four particles, the lepton candidates, 
have to be emitted nearly back-to-back (6,-y > 160°, where ©,v is the angle between 
two particles). 

2. Each of the particles forming the back-to-back pair must satisfy the condition E > 3000 
MeV (for electron candidates) or deposit an energy between 160 MeV < E < 300 MeV 
in a small number of «ystaJs(<4). The latter is typical for muons. For events surviving 
these cuts we plot in Fig. 3 the mass recoiling against the two photon candidates. The 
distribution shows a very clean peak around the T(1S) mass. It b a good indication 
that indeed we see photon transitions from the T(2S) to the T(1S) ground state. 

3. The background in Fig. 3 can be reduced by requiring that the charged lepton pair 
gets recognized as such by the chambers and that none of the tracks may overlap with 
each other. This b to ensure a clean measurement of the photon energies. 

4. The surviving events are fitted to the hypothesb e +e~ -» yjC^t-. For the electron 
channel this is a four constraint fit (4C), since the four-momenta of all fina! state 
particles are measured. In the *f*>_ channel only the muon directions but not their 
energies are measured, resulting in a two constraint fit (2C). The fit does not use a 
constraint on the T(lS) mass for the t*f pair. Events are rejected if the confidence 
level or the fit is less than 10%. 

The information obtained so far is displayed in Fig. 4(a), where the energy of the low
est energy photon (E -,,!«„) is plotted against the observed T(2S) —T(1S) mass difference, 
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Fig. 3. A plot of the recoil mass (Mt*t~) 
in the exclusive channel T(2S) —• yrt*t~ 
after selecting events of this topology. 

defined by AM = M{T{2S)yM{t+r), where M(f+l~) is the mass recoiling against the two 
photons. A clustering of events at a value consistent with the T(2S)—T(1S) mass difference 
and at two distinct values of E f̂ow are prominent. 

To obtain the energy spectrum of the low energy photons a cut around the T(2S)—T(1S) 
mass difference of WG MeV/e2 < AM < 590 MeV/c2 (a ±3ff cut) b applied (see Fig. 4(b)]. 
The resulting photon spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. The distribution now shows two clean, 
separated peaks. A fit to the distribution with two Gaussians with variable means, widths 
and amplitudes on a constant background determines the energies of the tines to be E 7 i = 
(101.2 ± 1.3) MeV and E 72 = (125.2 ± 1.3) MeV. The fitted widths of the lines are consistent 
with our resolution. We estimate the systematic error on the energy measurement to be ±4% 
for both lines. There are 34 fi+fi~ decays and 33 e + e~ decays surviving all the cuts. In 
this sample there is no indication of a third tine. This is not surprising as theory indicates 
a very small branching ratio for one of the P states ( 3 F 0 ) to decay to the ground state by 
photon emission4]. 

At the time of writing this report the systematic errors in the efficiency calculations are 
still large. Therefore, we cannot yet add additional information on the branching ratios in 
the exclnisive channel as previously published5'. 

3 . Inclusive Photon Analysis 

In this section we examine the inclusive photon spectrum in hadronic decays of the T(2S), 
where the 3Pj states are detected through the presence of monochromatic photon lines. 

The analysis described below differs in some points from an earlier study the Crystal 
Ball performed with the data available in Summer 19836l. Compared to Summer 1983 more 
than twice the previous data are now available and improved selection criteria to resolve the 
primary photon lines can be applied. The analysis proceeds as follows: 

We observe a small (~ 4%) energy shift in the exclusive events towards lower energies. 
This is clso seen in the reaction T(2S) -» x°ff°T(lS), see Ref. A. The cuts used are 
adjusted for this shift. 
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Fig. 5. Energy distribution of the low en
ergy photon from the final cascade sample 
[T(2S) - • 77' + '~ l - The curve fc a fit to 
the data as described in the text. 

Fig. 4. (a) Scatter plot of the energy of the 
low energy photon in the reaction T(2S) —• 
n?T vs. the mass difference M(T(2S))-
M(^+£-). M ( * + f ) is calculated as the 
mass recoiling against the 77 system, and 
(b) Projection of Fig. 4(a) on the mass dif
ference axis. A cut was made at 545 ± 45 
MeV to select cascade events. 

From all the recorded triggers hadronic events are selected by removing backgrounds from 
beam-gas interactions, QED events and cosmic rays. The efiSctency of the selection is found to 
be ££ = (0,85 ± 0.05)% using Monte Carlo calculations. Details on the selection criteria and 
efficiency calculation of the hadron selection can be found in Ref. 7. The resulting sample 
of hadronic events contains contributions from resonance and continuum decays in about & 
one to one ratio. 

The cuts to identify photons in these events are designed to remove charged particles, 
photons forming jr°s and photons with showcs contaminated by energy depositions from 
nearby pa. ticle-3; 

1. A photon track must be within a solid anye of |cos0 z| < 0-75 (0t is the angle of the 
photon direction with respect to the beam). This is the acceptance covered by all three 
tube chambers. The track must be neutral i.e., it may not be correlated with hits in the 
tracking chambers. The energy spectrum of tracks satisfying the above requirements is 
shown in Fig. 6(a) on a logarithmic scale. Structures in the range of 100 to 170 MeV and 
at about 430 MeV are visible. The residual peak around 210 MeV is a manifestation of 
misidentified charged particles. The broad shoulder on the low energy side at about 30 to 
40 MeV is due to large fluctuations in the shower development of electrons and photons 
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OT remnants from nuclear interactions causing additional energy deposits away from the 
original impact point. 

2. To obtain the best energy measurement for the photon candidates their energy clusters 
must be weO separated from other tracks. 

3. To further reduce the still appreciable background from charged particles in Fig. 6(a) 
the more restrictive requirement that not even one of the individual crystals associated 
with the photon shower may be correlated with a hit in the chambers is applied. 

4. The lateral energy distribution in the crystals has to be consistent with the typical 
patters of a single electromagnetic shower. 

5. Photon pairs which reconstruct to the JT° mass are removed. 

I0 1 10* 10s 10* 
E r (MAO ^ 

50 100 200 500 
Ey (MeV) „ , „ , 

Fig. 6. Inclusive photon spectra from 
hadronic decays of tbe T(2S): (a) All neu
tral tracks in tbe solid angle covered by 
the chambers, and ( b) After applying all 
tbe photon selection criteria described in 
the text. 

Fig. 7. (a) A fit to the photon spectrum of 
Fig. 6(b) with a model for cascade transi
tions from the T(2S). Details of tbe mode) 
are explained in tbe text, and (b) The fit 
of Fig. 7(a) after subtracting the poly-
nominal background and the background 
due to charged particles. 
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Figure 6(b) shows the inclusive photon spectrum after all the above cuts. Three peaks in 
the region of 100 to 170 MeV and another bump around 430 MeV are clearly visible. Note 
that the enhancement at around 30 to 40 MeV has disappeared and that the charged particle 
"punch through" is greatly reduced, though still vbible as a shoulder around 210 MeV. 

To obtain the number of photons in the observed peaks we fit part of the spectrum 
between Ej ~ 65 MeV and E7 — 720 MeV with the following model or cascade transitions 
from the T(2S): 

1. Three Gaussian distributions with feed widths given by our resolution to describe the 
region between 100 MeV and 170 MeV. 

2. Two Gaussian dislibutions, each convoluted with an appropriate Doppler box, to de
scribe the daughter lines (from the 3Pz and 3 P | states) at about 430 MeV. Their ener
gies were calculated froo the primary lines and the known ureses of T(2S) and T(1S) 
(see Ref. 8). 

<>. A smooth fifth order polynomial background. 

4. A charged paTtic'e spectrum with variable amplitude. This spectrum was obtained by 
taking genuine charged particles as defined by the tracking chambers and imposing the 
same cuts on them as used for the photon selection. 

Cnly two daughter lines were taken as tba :JPQ state is expected to have only a small 
branching ratio to decay radiatively to the T(1S) ground state. This is also indicated by our 
study of the exclusive channel. The resulting fit, displayed in Fig. 7, has an good x 2 / ^ / 
of 0.9. The dashed line in Fig. 7(a) represents the sn.ooth polynomial background. The 
amount of charged particle background is given by the dtference of the solid line (excluding 
>'fc.: Gaussians) and the dashed line. In Fig. 7(b) this background has bein subtracted. 

We observe three significant low energy lines at energies of E 7 | = (108.-? ± 0.7) MeV, 
b.. a — (127.1 ± 0.S) MeV, E l 3 = (160.0 ± 2.4) MeV and a peak associated with the daughter 
lines at an average energy* of <En> ~ 427 MeV (see also Tf bte 2). The systematic error 
on the energy measurement of the lines is again ± 4%. 

In order to calculate branching ratios for the observed transitions, the photon detection 
efficiencies need to be determined in the range from 00 MeV to SOO MeV. The procedure of 
the calculation is detailed in Ref. 0. For ihe final spectrum [Fig. 6(h)] the efficiency is found 
to be (21.0 ± 0.7 ± 2)% and nearly constant over the range of interest. Here, the first error 
is statistical and the second error reflects the systematic uncertainties. 

• The daughter lines are too closely spaced to be resolved by our detector. 
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Table 2 
Photon lines observed from inclusive T(2S) decays. The statistical significances in stan

dard deviations (s.d.) nave been evaluated independently of the systematic errors in the 
braachiBe; ratios. 

Photon energy Significance Overall efficiency Branching ratio 
(MeV) (s.d.) (%) (55) 

108.2 ±0.7 ± 4 8.6 16.6 ±2.5 6.0 ±0.7 ±0.0 
* 

This experimer.t0' 
127.1 ±0.8 ± 4 8.3 i<S.8±2.5 6.6 ±0.8 ±1.0 
160.0 ±2.4 ± 4 3.9 16.6 ±5.0 2.6 ±0.7 ±0.8 

< 4 2 7 > . 5.5 17.4 ±2.6 2.0±0.S±0.4 

108.2 ±0 .3 ± 2 4.4 13 6.1 ±1.4 
CUSB"J 128.1 ±9.4 ± 3 A3. 13 ** 5,0 ±1.4 

140.4 ±0.7 ± 5 2.5 13 3.5 ±1.4 
427.0 ±1.0 ± 8 4.0 13 4.0 ±1 .0 
109.5 ± 0.7 ± 1 5.7 2.5 10.2 ±1.8 ±2.1 

CLEO10! fi) 129.0 ± 0.8 ± 1 4.7 3.2 8.0 ±1.7 ±1.6 
158.0 ± 7.0 ± 1 1.9 3.6 4.4 ±2.3 ±0.9 

8> Isotropic photon distributions assumed. A\ + cos2 8 distribution Tor the line at 160 MeV 
(X0 hypothesis) would raise this branching ratio by ~ 10%. The error iii the efficiency 
includes an estimate of the systematics. 

*I The line at 158 MeV is not dearly implied by the data. 

4. Results 

The branching ratios (BR) for the observed signals in the inclusive analysis 
calculated according to 

A , 1 

have been 

B / ? = ^ L - - — 
T(2S) 

where 

JV7 is the number of photons in a given line determined by the fit, 

^T(2S) * * h * t o t 4 * number of T(2S) resonance decays, 
(tot is the total detection efficiency for a photon of a given E,. Included in this efficiency 
is the photon efficiency described above and the efficiency to detect the final state. Also 
taken into account are losses due to photon conversions in the beam pipe and the 
chambers. Note, that isotropic photon directions i e assumed. 
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The energies of the observed Sues, their significance (in standard deviations), the to
tal detection efficiencies and resulting brandling ratios are listed in Table 2. Tbe relative 
strengths of the two lines contributing to the line at about 427 MeV are poorly deter
mined by the lit. Therefore the branching ratio for this fine may be interpreted as tike 
sum of the individual branching ratio products BR(T(2S) — i 3 P 2 ) • BR/^Pi —• 7T(IS)) and 
BK(T{2S) -» 7 3J°i) • &U?Pi —• iT(lS)). Also listed in Table 2 are the values obtained by 
the OLEO10' and CUSBU1 collaborations. In Tabic 3 we compare our measurements with 
some theoretical predictions 1^ - 1 7!. Here we assume that the three low energetic photon lines 
come from the decays T(2S) -» 7 ,P2,ijn in order of increasing energy to calculate the corre
sponding masses. With the preset experimental errors there is reasonable agreement between 
our results and the corresponding quantities as calculated in a variety of potential models. 
At present, however, it L* not possible to definitely confirm or rule out certain calculations. 
The observed line splittings seem to agree most with the model of Gupta tl «l™i, 

S. Conclnaiona 

In tbe inclusive photon spectrum from hadronic decays of the 1{2S) we observe three well 
separated photon lines presumably corresponding to the transitions T(2S) - • I^Pb^PiPPo 
and another photos peak consistent with the (unresolved) transitions ^P^fPi -* *|T(1S). 
The statistical significance of the weakest line (T(2S) —• -)3Po) is 3.0 standard deviations. 
FVom tbe energies of the first three lines we give a complete measurement of the fine splitting 

Table 3 
Comparison of experimental results from the Inclusive Photon Analysis with theoretical 

predictions. r -

Mcoa 
{MeV/c2) (MeV/c 2) 

AM*' 
(MeV/c2) (MeV/e2) 

n*pi\ as? 

This experiment6) 9002.1 ±2.7 12.2 ±3 .2 -6.0 d 3.8 -40.3 ±5.0 J - i : 0.9±0.3 
J = 9 ; 0.6 ±0.3 

Khar***> 9871.0 8.0 -4.0 -28.0 

Eichten, Feiaberg13' 8924.7 14.3 -11.7 -36.7 

Gupta, et a!.14) 9899.7 10.3 -6.7 -32.7 

Buchmuller*) , s> 0888.4 0.6 -6.4 -28.4 J = 2 : 1.03 
/ = 1 : 1.03 

Moxhay, Rosner10' 0006.2 7.8 -3.2 -20.2 / = 2 : 1.05 
/ = 1 : 0.88 

McCla./, Byers1 7) 9922.8 15.2 -6.8 -SS.8 J = 2 : 1.13 
/ = » 1 : 0.76 

fl» MCOG - US J + im3Pj)/9 
*> A JM> = M(3Pj) - MCOG 
e) Errors include statistical and systematic uncertainties. 
4 Masses scaled by 27 MeV for correct T(1S) mass. 
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of the AP, states. Additional evidence for the radiative decays of the T(2S) comes fron. 
our study of the exclusive channels, when: we observe the transitions T(2S) —• 7j 3/*2 -» 
72J72T{1S)) and T(2S) -» fzzP\ -* 73(-»^"(lS)). Our result"? are compared with the predic
tions of various potential model calculation. 
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